1. The vendors applying for temporary flea markets are to set up their stalls only from inside the space allocated by the municipal council or approved (by council) designated areas owned by private sector.
2. The vendors must provide their own tents, tables and chairs and must be erected and dismantled daily.
3. The flea market opening hours are determined by the Municipal Council and this must be strictly followed.
4. Flea market must have provisions of water supply, waste management and toilet facilities.
5. That you are to ensure that only fully vaccinated personnel may operate from the given space.
6. That you are to use a physical queue lines control by maintaining 2 meters social distancing between customers.
7. That employees, customers and clients wear appropriate PPE such as face masks.
8. That proper hygiene is practiced by all by providing hand sanitizers.
9. That the unique digital geo-identification indicator is downloaded through the use of QR Codes, printed and displayed at an Entry or Exit for customer scanning.
10. That you are to ensure that all CareFiji apps have its Bluetooth switched on at all times.
11. Any selling of cooked eggs, meat and fish are strictly prohibited.
12. There should be no selling of cigarettes, grog, liquor and consumption of liquor/ grog from the stalls. Smoking is strictly prohibited within the flea market stalls.
13. Open fire cooking is not allowed on the site.
14. **No obstruction** shall be caused to the general public using surrounding area.
15. The usage of **sound system is not permitted** in the flea market.
16. All cooked food to be protected from contamination and vendors are to ensure that the vendors fully comply with the provisions of Food Safety Act 2003 and Food Safety Regulation 2009 whilst engaged in delivery, storage, handling, packing and display for the sale of food for human consumption.
17. Vendors are to maintain an open space cleanliness whereby the Council would be providing bins and collecting the refuse from these bins only.
18. The **Town Ranger, Health Inspector and Police Officers** will closely monitor the flea Market and if any of the conditions is breached or for any other reason, **the vendors will be given notice to comply with the conditions and requirements failing which the council reserves the right to terminate or vacate the vendors from occupying the stall/space.**

**NOTE:** Charges for respective market vendors may vary depending on the type of Market, location and Council policies.